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THE ARCHIVE IS ALIVE 
“The Gender Woo Woo” 



Haere mai and welcome to the second volume of our The Archive is Alive 
zine, produced in collaboration between Wellington Zinefest and Te Pūranga 

Takatāpui o Aotearoa | the Lesbian and Gay Archives of New Zealand 
(LAGANZ), made possible with the support of the National Library of New 

Zealand. With 12 participants and members of each collective, we spent an 
intensive two-day workshop learning about Aotearoa’s trans archives and 
history, and making this zine out of what we discussed. 
 

For this edition, The Archive is Alive: “The Gender Woo Woo,”  we decided to focus only on 

trans history with trans participants. We are very aware that LAGANZ (from the name alone!) 

has not always done a great job of supporting trans people & their archives. As the first trans 

board member of LAGANZ, I really want to figure out how to help LAGANZ better serve our 

trans communities – in 2021, we are facing constant threats, and I believe that knowing our 

history gives us power that can help us resist transphobic oppression, that it is important for 

our liberation. LAGANZ holds a huge amount of trans archives, and I want to help as many trans 

people to see these as possible! 

 

At the workshops, our outstanding contributors emphasised the fact that they wanted to create 

a zine that reflected critically on our history. They argued that telling stories of our history is not 

authentic unless it is a balanced account, holding both the pain and the joy of our past. 

Compassion for others’ experiences was seen as key: identity, history, these are deeply 

personal things, which makes empathy a key skill for those wanting to dive into our archives. 

The way the participants reflected on our history, the way they forged emotional connections 

and opened up so generously is truly wonderful and affected me really deeply, making me think 

back to my own sea of emotions when I first got the opportunity to read the words of our 

transcestors. On a sillier note, I must explain that the title of this edition: “The Gender Woo 

Woo” comes from a comment made online by a man who believed that LAGANZ should be only 

for lesbians and gays – unfortunately for him, he gave us at the workshop our new favourite 

nickname! Come party with us, the Gender Woo Woo! 

 

In many-gendered pleasure,                                                                                                                                                 

Will Hansen (LAGANZ Trustee)                                                                                                                    

17 March 2021 



COULDN’T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOU                                                                                      

My biggest thank you always goes to Wellington Zinefest’s Caitlin Lynch, without whom none of this 
would be happening! More than ever before she showed me at this workshop just how big of a heart 
and brain she has, by not just remaining “cool” under pressure but managing to remain incredibly kind 
as well. Thank you to Liam Goulter, good god, you do so much work for Zinefest and for communities 
within Wellington, I am always in awe of you! To Roger Swanson, thank you for being the best mentor a 
young upstart history-nut could ask for. To Zoe Roland and Zoe Williams at the National Library, thank 
you for all your patience with my terrible organising skills, and for supporting this special event! Thank 
you to Newtown Community and Cultural Centre for hosting the creative half of our workshop.  

And finally, thank you to all our wonderful participants – new friends, old friends, flatmates, lovers and 
lovers’ lovers, what a queer group! I had so much fun and feel lucky to have had the chance to do this 
work with you all!  

Our contributors: Awatea Rotherham, Ilya Merrifield, Elliott 
Pepper, Jack Hitchcox, Jas Brooks, Jesse Legg, June Stephens, 

Kerry Donovan Brown, Kōwhai Horne, Louie Zalk-Neale, Rei 
Denee, Vee C M, Yuri Zhigang Zheng.                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CITATIONS | THANK YOU TO ALL OUR ARCHIVAL CONTRIBUTORS 

The following is a list of the LAGANZ material we had permission to use for this zine. If you want to look 
at anything yourself, email curators@laganz.org.nz. Also, if anything in this zine is yours and we have not 
attributed it, our apologies! Please do get in touch with LAGANZ and we’ll sort things out.  

Serials featuring Carmen, MS-Papers-9413-1 and 9413-2; Transcare Magazine, Minorities Trust; 
Devotion the Magazine, Sprung! Productions; Hero Magazine, the Hero Project; Street Scene, Ongoing 
Network Transgender Outreach Project; S.E.L.F.: the Official Organ of Hedesthia, Hedesthia; Trans-
Scribe: the Official Bulletin of Hedesthia, Hedesthia; Transsexuals – FTM, Agender New Zealand, MS-
Papers-11170-031; Transsexuals – New Zealand, Agender New Zealand, MS-Papers-11170-033.   



 

 

 

 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  

In 1972, Lower Hutt, Christine Young founded the 1st recorded trans org in NZ: 
Hedesthia! Hedesthia’s primary aim was a social one, connecting around 200 trans people 
across NZ, fighting the often overwhelming isolation many trans people felt & emphasising 
the important of trans friendships + community. Hedesthia chapters held monthly 
meetings, and from 1974 a newsletter titled Trans-Scribe (lol <3) was sent to members, 
allowing even the geographically isolated to connect & share knowledge. In Trans-Scribe 
they discuss everything from their coming out stories to the politics of using the bathroom, 
silly trans jokes to theories of sexuality and gender. Although most of the group members 
weren’t out, the group’s leaders were very politically active. They sought out media 
attention in order to spread news of Hedesthia’s existence to as many trans people as 
possible, and spent god knows how many hours developing & deploying educational 
seminars to educate various governmental, corporate and social organisations and groups 
(esp hospitals and medical schools) on trans issues. In many ways they were absolute 
pioneers, and yet Hedesthia was not always a positive force. Members of Hedesthia prided 
themselves on just how normal they were. Normal was strictly defined and difficult to 
attain, and was rooted deeply in classism, racism, whorephobia and homophobia. Queens 
(trans sex workers, most of whom were Māori, Pasifika, and working class) were excluded 
from the group and seen as threats to “respectable” trans people gaining acceptability. 
Hedesthia relied on marginalising queens in order legitimise their own white, 
middle/upper class, heterosexual acceptability. Even though we may want to see only the 
heroism in our histories so long denied to us, our histories are as complicated & conflicting 
as any other. Being trans does not absolve a person of being complicit in power hierarchies 
of race, class and sexuality. 

 

Knowing this, I was really nervous when I got the chance to interview 2 former members in 
2019, pseudonymously known as CJ and Jan. I am very critical of Hedesthia – yet here I 
was with these two women, who were so kind to me, incredibly generous with their time + 
knowledge. Jan even picked me up and drove me the two hours from our nearby houses 
to CJ’s, where CJ cooked us a most lovely dinner. Both of them reflected critically upon the 
ideologies of Hedesthia, acknowledging their own racism & how they now disagreed with 
their past selves. Both were initially somewhat guarded with me because neither of them 
were out to anyone beyond their immediate family. Yet over the course of our day 
together they increasingly opened up, & our trust developed to the point where CJ 
decided to entrust me with the care of 200+ photographs she’d taken at Hedesthia 
meetings. That they even had the courage to break their silence and talk to me in the first 
place to preserve this piece of trans history, let alone open their hearts up to me this 
much, is something I consider a powerful and brave act of resistance. What this all means 
to me is that solidarity & resistance can be built through community building, through 
developing trans pride, through intergenerational care. That transnormativity is a part of 
our history and our present, but that it does not have to be a part of our future.                                                           

   By Will  



  



  



 
 

 

  



 

  

This passage on Achilles and Patroclus is the                                 

first stop on a full alphabet of “gay heroes”                                 

listed in an edition of Hero The Paper. I first read                   

Homer’s Iliad—the earliest extant written source                 

depicting Achilles and Patroclus—in 2015. I’ve read it                  

many times since. Homer’s Iliad is set c.1200 BCE,                

though Homer himself likely lived much later in the late     

8th/early 7th century BCE. That’s some 2700 years of queer   

people seeing themselves in the love between Achilles and 

Patroclus. Achilles and Patroclus were a formative part of my 

own ~coming out~ experience. Reading Homer’s Iliad, the love                  

between them is obvious and moving. Wanting your              

bones to lie together for eternity is pretty gay. They                

became the launch pad for my own alphabet of                              

“gay heroes”—mostly men—which naturally led to                     

some self-reflection. I didn’t realise I was trans just                 

because I feel like a guy. I realised I was                                          

trans because I love other guys as a guy, as                                        

a gay guy. For as long as the story of                                          

Achilles and Patroclus has existed, queer                                     

people have looked to them as models for                                      

their own queerness, just as Hero has done.                                            

2700 years of two men’s love.   

 



 

  



  



 

  



 



  



 

  



  



 

  



 

 

  



 

  



 

  Two or three black pearls drip from one ear. The dress is black. Her arms are bare. 
She’s glaring at whoever’s pointing the camera, eyes open wide. A narrow window 
shows a plain black sky, but the camera flash is on, so she’s as vivid as a plume of 
smoke in a beam of light. Dana de Milo was central in a cohort of Wellington trans 

and other LGBTQ+ people who were defiantly visible in the 60s and 70s, a time 
when marginalized people could wholly expect to have varying degrees of violence 
perpetrated against them on a daily basis, by neighbours, by strangers, by family, by 

police. I didn’t meet Dana, but at the time of her passing (February, 2018) I was 
working with Ahi Wi-Hongi at Aunty Dana’s Op Shop, an outgrowth of Gender 
Minorities Aotearoa, named in Dana’s honour. Dana lived alone, and left almost 

everything she owned to GMA and the op shop. A week or so after she died, Ahi and 
I arrived in Strathmore to organize her belongings before her council house was 

turned over to a new tenant. Most of what we sorted through had an obvious second 
life away from Dana. Her extensive wardrobe, her book collection, two cocker 

spaniel-sized sphinxes, a stockpile of Swoosh Icy Cool hair gel, even the contents of 
her pantry—all could be redistributed. I worked in Dana’s office, bagging up her 

overflow wardrobe, before beginning on a murkier, less straightforward inventory. 
Offices are natural reservoirs for valueless personal debris as well as precious 

personal artifacts. I uncovered a folder of Te Wānanga o Aotearoa work sheets, a tiny 
tin containing a needle, a book: The Goddess: Power, Sexuality and the Feminine Divine, 
and an old hatbox of postcards, letters, and photographs. It’s hard to describe how it 
felt to participate in the pack up. It felt wrong to throw things out written in Dana’s 
hand, even when I knew whatever it was—for instance, a page of scrawled study 

notes—couldn’t be repurposed. I was grateful that the photographs and letters were 
being looked over by someone else (a selection would be submitted to the Te Pūranga 
Takatāpui o Aotearoa archive) yet it was these same things that drew me in whenever I 
came across them. From the heyday of film cameras (with no easy way to inspect or 

edit the reel before printing) many of the pictures were imperfect sequences of 
‘duds’, taken mostly at intimate gatherings—mouths open midsentence, eyes closed, 

goofy smiles—the nice, posed shots were missing, perhaps having made it into 
frames. Coming across these informal sequences (and the day’s work in general) felt 

special and solemn and intrusive, the same as what I guess many archivists and 
historians feel, when investigating the stories and lives of LGBTQ+ people—people 

who can be both conspicuous and cryptic, like seadragons against seagrass. 

Kerry Donovan Brown 



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

 

  



 


